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Abstract
Serverless computing has become increasingly popular

for machine learning inference. However, current serverless
platforms lack efficient support for GPUs, limiting their abil-
ity to deliver low-latency inference. In this paper, we pro-
pose FaaSwap, a GPU-efficient serverless inference platform.
FaaSwap employs a holistic approach to system and algorithm
design. It maintains models in main memory and dynamically
swaps them onto GPUs upon request arrivals (i.e., late bind-
ing), thereby enabling a large number of inference functions
to efficiently share a node’s GPUs. FaaSwap uses various tech-
niques, including asynchronous API redirection, GPU runtime
sharing, pipelined model execution, and efficient GPU mem-
ory management, to achieve the optimal performance. We also
develop an interference-aware request scheduling algorithm
that allows FaaSwap to meet the latency SLOs for individ-
ual inference functions. We have implemented FaaSwap as a
prototype on a leading commercial serverless platform. Exper-
imental evaluations demonstrate that, with model swapping,
FaaSwap can concurrently serve hundreds of functions on a
single worker node with 4 V100 GPUs, while achieving in-
ference performance comparable to native execution (where
each function runs on a dedicated GPU). When deployed
on a 6-node production testbed, FaaSwap meets the latency
SLOs for over 1k functions, the maximum that the testbed
can handle concurrently.

1 Introduction

The remarkable advances in machine learning (ML) and its
widespread adoption in various domains have fueled a surging
demand for cloud-based ML inference services [20, 25, 40,
51, 52]. However, the prevailing “serverful” model used by
existing cloud-based inference services has led to numerous
challenges. For instance, users are required to rent GPU vir-
tual machines (VMs) and manually configure various system
parameters. Additionally, they must specify the number of
VMs needed and dynamically scale them as the inference
load changes. This serverful model not only imposes consid-
erable configuration and management burdens, but also leads

to resource overprovisioning and GPU underutilization.
Severless computing offers a compelling cloud model for

inference serving [15, 45, 49]. In a serverless cloud, users can
publish ML models as inference functions, and delegate re-
source provisioning and scaling responsibilities to the cloud.
Serverless computing is also economically appealing as users
only pay for the resources actually consumed by their func-
tions (i.e., pay-per-use billing), eliminating the resource idling
cost.

However, today’s serverless computing platforms, such as
AWS Lambda [6] and Alibaba Function Compute [1], lack
efficient support for GPUs. They simply run an ML infer-
ence model as a container and bind it to a specific GPU
when launched, which follow “serverful” model serving prac-
tices, such as Nexus [40], INFaaS [38], and MArk [51]. This
early-binding approach results in both performance deteri-
oration and cost inefficiency in serverless inference: GPU
functions exhibit high startup overhead (e.g., around 10 sec-
onds as shown in Table 1), which is unacceptable for infer-
ence services with millisecond-scale service-level objectives
(SLOs) [40, 51, 53]. To mitigate this issue, a function must be
kept long-lived on its host GPU [4, 7] which requires users to
pay for occupied GPUs even during idling, thus incurring high
cost inefficiency. It also results in low GPU utilization and
load imbalancing, making it inefficient for cloud providers.

We believe that an efficient serverless inference platform
should provide four desirable properties. First, it should en-
able pay-per-GPU-use billing for users, with charges incurred
only when the functions are invoked and running on GPUs.
Second, the platform should achieve optimal GPU utiliza-
tion by means of efficient GPU sharing for concurrent infer-
ence functions, minimizing resource provisioning costs for
cloud providers. Third, the platform should be aware of the
user-specified latency SLOs and strive to meet them for all
inference requests, if possible. Lastly, the platform should
achieve the aforementioned three properties without detailed
knowledge about inference models due to business-critical
confidentiality reasons. We notice that there have been a num-
ber of relevant systems [19, 25, 27, 28, 37, 38, 40, 45, 50], none
of which however provide all these properties. They often suf-
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fer from cost inefficiency, SLO violations, or require model-
specific knowledge (more discussion in §2.2 and §8).

In this paper, we exploit late binding to achieve the desired
properties of a serverless inference platform. We argue that
such a platform should keep inference models in host mem-
ory and dynamically bind them to a pool of GPUs through
model swapping upon request arrivals. In contrast to maintain-
ing long-lived models on specific GPUs (i.e., early binding),
this approach incurs no GPU memory footprint when idling,
thereby enabling pay-per-GPU-use billing. By keeping mod-
els in the host and late binding, each GPU can accommodate
more functions beyond the capacity of its memory and can
also balance load across GPUs, leading to efficient GPU shar-
ing and improved resource utilization. Moreover, we assume
no detailed knowledge about inference models (e.g., model
structure), and carefully explore the design space of model
swapping between host and GPU via PCIe, as well as between
GPUs via NVLink connections whenever beneficial, yielding
significantly lower latency compared with function cold starts
and facilitating SLO compliance.

We present FaaSwap, a GPU-enabled serverless inference
platform that realizes the above design rationale. Specifi-
cally, FaaSwap employs a GPU pooling architecture wherein
each worker node manages a pool of local GPUs and al-
lows its inference functions to access GPU resources through
CUDA API redirection. This enables seamless model swap-
ping within a GPU pool, being transparent to users. FaaSwap
proposes three key designs that exploit the characteristics of
inference tasks to systematically optimize the model swap-
ping and execution with GPU pooling. First, it proposes asyn-
chronous API redirection to avoid frequent synchronizations
between the inference functions and the GPU pool, thus
effectively eliminating high communication overheads for
model inference. Second, FaaSwap leverages pipeline execu-
tion to overlap the host-to-GPU model swapping and the in-
ference execution, thereby concealing model swapping costs
and reducing end-to-end latency. It also leverages high-speed
NVLink connections between GPUs for fast model swapping
when feasible and beneficial. Combined with low-latency API
redirection, FaaSwap can efficiently execute models on any
available GPUs. We intentionally do not leverage the detailed
information (e.g., structure) about the models to meet the
typical business requirement for model confidentiality. Third,
FaaSwap designs an efficient GPU memory management sys-
tem to facilitate model swapping and inference execution.
It automatically tracks the addresses of models as they are
swapped even across multiple GPUs, and adjusts each mem-
ory access of CUDA APIs accordingly during inference exe-
cution. It also efficiently organizes and shares memory blocks
to avoid high memory allocation overheads, improving overall
performance of model swapping. Moreover, FaaSwap ensures
resource and fault isolation within its GPU pool.

To meet latency SLOs for inference functions while main-
taining low GPU costs, we further propose three policies.
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Figure 1: A two-day request trace of a typical GPU inference
function in Aliyun Function Compute.

First, FaaSwap designs a request scheduling algorithm that
minimizes model swapping overheads, resulting in reduced
end-to-end inference latency. It categorizes models into two
groups, heavy or light, based on whether these models incur
high overhead during swapping via PCIe. Then, in actual
request scheduling, FaaSwap prioritizes NVLink over PCIe
for transmitting heavy models across GPUs, thus effectively
reducing interference caused by concurrent model swapping.
Second, FaaSwap leverages model heaviness to guide evic-
tion when GPU memory is insufficient. It tends to cache
heavy models in GPUs and evict light ones. Together with re-
quest scheduling, this approach significantly minimizes model
swapping overhead. Third, FaaSwap proposes an SLO-aware
request queuing policy which prioritizes requests to functions
that have a higher likelihood of meeting SLOs, thereby effec-
tively increasing the total number of SLO-compliant inference
functions.

We have implemented and evaluated FaaSwap atop Aliyun
Function Compute, one of the world’s largest commercial
serverless platforms. Evaluation results show that FaaSwap
achieves low-latency model inference, comparable with na-
tive executions. FaaSwap can share a single GPU across hun-
dreds of inference functions and load-balance GPUs with
model swapping, resulting in over 10× cost reduction com-
pared with current GPU offering in Aliyun Function Compute.
With its efficient SLO-aware scheduling and queuing policies,
FaaSwap can serve 480 functions on a 4-GPU worker node
while achieving low tail latency and satisfying millisecond-
scale SLOs for all functions. Cluster experiments further show
that FaaSwap effectively scales with the number of inference
functions at low resource cost, and meets per-function latency
SLOs for thousands of functions.

2 Background and Motivation

In this section, we first give an overview of serverless infer-
ence. We then describe the inefficiency of existing solutions
to enabling GPUs in serverless platforms, and highlight four
key requirements in this regard.

2.1 Serverless Inference

As a prominent serverless platform with a global presence, our
Aliyun Function Compute has observed a growing adoption
among enterprise customers who opt to deploy their inference
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services using serverless functions, known as serverless infer-
ence. In comparison to existing inference services based on a
“serverful” cloud model, such as AWS SageMaker [5], server-
less inference significantly alleviates the burden of server man-
agement for cloud users. Specifically, the serverful approach
requires users to manually configure various system-level pa-
rameters (e.g., VM types, GPUs, CPU cores, etc.) and manage
resource provisioning (e.g., scaling the number of VMs up
or down according to demand changes). In contrast, server-
less inference enables users to simply publish models with
inference code as functions, and then cloud providers automat-
ically handle resource provisioning, autoscaling, scheduling,
and fault tolerance. Furthermore, compared with the server-
ful approach, serverless inference also offers substantial cost
savings as users do not pay for idle resources under the pay-
per-use pricing model [15, 45, 49, 51]. In Aliyun Function
Compute, the requests to a function typically exhibit dynamic,
bursty arrival patterns as shown in Fig. 1, consistent with pre-
vious research findings [20, 21, 25, 26, 33, 34, 38, 40, 53]. By
leveraging the high elasticity of a serverless platform, infer-
ence functions can quickly scale in response to the changing
workload, while users are billed based on the actual function
runtime at a fine granularity, such as 1 ms [6, 8].

2.2 GPU Support in Serverless Platforms
Despite the benefits of the serverless inference model, ex-
isting serverless platforms, including Aliyun Function Com-
pute and other leading platforms, currently lack efficient sup-
port for GPUs, which impedes their ability to achieve high-
performance serverless inference. In fact, numerous Aliyun
Function Compute users have expressed a compelling need
to execute their models in GPU-enabled functions.
Existing solutions and their inefficiency. A number of
recent systems have been proposed to support GPUs in server-
less platforms [1, 23, 24, 45]. They, however, still follow the
approach of existing serverful model serving systems (e.g.,
Nexus [40] and INFaaS [38]), and deploy inference models
as long-running containers where each container, when cre-
ated, is bound to a specific GPU (i.e., early binding). In this
approach, the deployed model remains in the memory of a
designated GPU to handle future requests, and the occupied
GPU resources can only be reclaimed after the model serving
terminates.

However, the early-binding approach deviates from the
serverless paradigm and is costly for both cloud users and
providers. First, binding inference functions to GPUs occu-
pies resources for extended duration, even when idling. Thus,
users are obligated to pay for the allocated GPUs regardless of
actual usage [3], leading to high expenses that undermine the
cost-saving benefits of serverless inference. Second, this ap-
proach results in severe GPU underutilization, considering the
low average request rates of most inference functions and the
cross-GPU load imbalancing. Fig. 2 (left) depicts the distribu-
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Figure 2: CDF of average function request rate from a one-
week production trace (left) and the expected GPU load under
various per-function request rates when running multiple func-
tions on a V100 GPU to saturate its 32 GB memory (right).

Table 1: Model execution time when the inference functions
are warm- and cold-started on V100 GPU, respectively.

Model Warm-start Cold-start Mem. footprint

ResNet-152 24 ms 8 s 1.6 GB
Bert-qa 45 ms 11 s 2.4 GB

tion of the average request rates of Aliyun Function Compute
functions in a one-week trace, revealing that 85% (97%) of
functions were invoked only once per minute (second) on
average1. These findings align with the observations from
other production traces [8,39]. Fig. 2 (right) further illustrates
that consolidating multiple models to fill GPU memory can
still lead to low GPU load. Meanwhile, packing models into
a GPU can cause temporary overloading due to the bursty
request patterns (Fig. 1), thus inevitably leading to hotspots
and load imbalancing in a multi-GPU setting. The impact of
load imbalancing will be shown in Fig. 7 with details given
in §7.1.

To reduce costs, current systems need to frequently reclaim
GPU resources when functions are idle, so that users do not
pay for unused GPUs and other functions can access available
GPUs for improved utilization. However, this solution can
lead to frequent function cold starts, the overhead of which is
unacceptable for model inference. Table 1 provides a compar-
ison of model execution times when the inference functions
are warm- and cold-started on V100 GPUs in Aliyun Func-
tion Compute.2 Unsurprisingly, cold starts are two orders of
magnitude slower due to the need for GPU container setup,
ML framework startup (PyTorch in our case), GPU runtime
creation, and model loading, all of which lead to extremely
long latency that far exceeds the typical SLO requirement of
model inference.

Table 2 summarizes current serverless systems and our
FaaSwap system. Here, Aliyun Function Compute and

1For confidentiality reasons, we only depict the request rates of CPU
functions, which exhibit similar patterns as those running on GPUs (see
Fig. 1).

2For cold start, we exclude the delay of fetching a remote container image
or a model file, which can take extra seconds to minutes to complete [43].
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Table 2: A comparison of FaaSwap and existing solutions that
offer GPU support in serverless platforms.

Solution GPU
pay-per-use

GPU
efficient

SLO
compliance

Model
agnostic

Aliyun [1] × × × ✓
Molecule [23] × × × ✓

DGSF [24] × × × ✓
INFless [45] × × ∗ ×
FaaSwap ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Alibaba Function Compute [1] are leading commercial
serverless platforms that provide GPU-enabled functions;
Molecule [23] introduces a serverless platform that sup-
ports GPUs and other hardware devices; DGSF [24] enables
serverless functions to access GPUs in a remote cluster. All
these systems adopt the early-binding approach as previously
discussed, which neither enables pay-per-GPU-use billing
model for users nor achieves high GPU utilization for cloud
providers. Moreover, they are oblivious to the semantics of
model inference and unable to meet latency SLOs. Among
current systems, INFless [45] is the closest to FaaSwap, which
presents a serverless system specifically designed for model
inference and supporting GPU functions. Though it proposes
a function scheduling scheme that aims to satisfy latency
SLOs, it incurs function cold starts, resulting in significant per-
formance degradation and SLO violations (see details in §7.2).
Moreover, INFless requires model knowledge for operator-
level profiling.
Requirements of GPU-enabled serverless inference.
Based on the discussion above and our operational experi-
ences with Aliyun Function Compute customers, we conclude
the key requirements of an efficient GPU-enabled serverless
inference platform.

R1: Pay-per-GPU-use. One of the main advantages of
serverless computing is its pay-per-use billing model. There-
fore, users should be billed only when their functions are
invoked and running on GPUs (i.e., pay-per-GPU-use).3 This
is crucial for achieving substantial cost savings in the pres-
ence of dynamic inference workloads (as shown in Fig. 1),
considering the high cost of GPUs.

R2: GPU-efficient inference. For serverless providers like
Aliyun Function Compute, minimizing the resource provi-
sioning cost is the key to maintaining market competitiveness.
Therefore, the platform should serve as many inference func-
tions as possible using a minimum number of GPUs, thereby
attaining the highest GPU utilization. This essentially requires
efficient, fine-grained GPU sharing.

R3: Compliance to latency SLOs. The platform should
allow users to specify their latency SLOs, e.g., ensuring that at
least 99% of inference requests are served within 200 ms [51].

3Note that, in our experiences, enterprise customers are willing to pay a
nominal fee to retain idle functions in host memory for substantially improved
performance, similar to the current function keep-alive charge meant to avoid
cold-start overheads [3, 7, 29].

The platform should strive to meet the latency SLOs for all
requests, if possible.

R4: No detailed model knowledge needed. Today’s ML
models contain lots of intellectual properties and are of high
business value. For model confidentiality, the serverless infer-
ence platform should not look into the detailed model struc-
ture.

3 Key Insight and Challenges

Key insight. As described in §2.2, the existing early-binding
approach retains inference models in expensive and limited
GPU memory, resulting in substantial idling costs and GPU
underutilization. Thus, an efficient serverless inference plat-
form needs to enable late binding that GPUs are managed as a
pool and can be dynamically shared by multiple functions, as
well as that the inference models reside in host memory when
idling and can be swapped into available GPUs on demand
when activated by requests.

This approach can effectively satisfy the key requirements
identified in §2.2. First, keeping models in host memory
leads to no GPU memory footprint when idling, which en-
ables the pay-per-GPU-use billing and achieves cost savings
for cloud users. Second, host memory is much larger than
GPU memory (e.g., a few TB vs. tens of GB), allowing con-
solidation of many functions with low request rates in a single
GPU for high GPU utilization. With GPU pooling, it also
enables flexible, fine-grained function scheduling by dynami-
cally swapping models to GPUs based on their loads, which
effectively load-balances multiple GPUs and further improves
overall resource efficiency. Third, model swapping can be
efficiently performed from host to GPU through PCIe, as well
as between GPUs via high-speed NVLink connections when
needed. Compared with function cold starts, this approach
incurs much less overhead, sustaining low inference latency
and facilitating SLO compliance. Finally, late binding can be
seamlessly performed within a pool of GPUs, which can man-
age models with a holistic view of memory usage, without
requiring specific model knowledge from users.
Challenges. Realizing GPU pooling and late binding in the
serverless platform presents three challenges.

C1: Efficient GPU pooling and model swapping. GPU pool-
ing necessitates inference functions to interact with a GPU
pool, resulting in high communication overhead compared
with native executions (i.e., running on local GPUs). Hence,
the platform must deliver high-performance GPU pooling and
model swapping to enable low-latency inference.

C2: GPU memory management. The platform needs an
effective GPU memory management system to enable each
function to execute seamlessly on various GPUs. Since the
platform should not hold the detailed model knowledge (e.g.,
model structure and parameters) of inference functions due
to confidentiality reasons, it is required to automatically track
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Figure 3: Architecture overview of FaaSwap. A request arriv-
ing in the FaaSwap cluster is first routed to the worker node
hosting its target function 1⃝. The router in the worker node
synchronizes with the GPU server to query the executor for
this request 2⃝, and then routes it to the function instance
with the target executor ID 3⃝. The function instance next
processes the request and uses a GPU client to automatically
redirect CUDA API calls to this executor 4⃝, and finally re-
turns the result to the user after request completion.

memory footprint of individual functions and make model
swapping transparent to them.

C3: SLO compliance and resource efficiency. The platform
must strive to satisfy latency SLOs for inference functions and
achieve resource efficiency. It is crucial to understand how
model swapping affects end-to-end inference performance,
and to develop effective request scheduling and model man-
agement algorithms accordingly.

In this paper, we present FaaSwap, a GPU-enabled server-
less platform designed to address the aforementioned three
challenges. FaaSwap tackles the first two challenges by re-
designing existing serverless platforms to enable low-latency
GPU remoting and model swapping, and to support efficient
GPU memory management (§4). Furthermore, we propose
effective algorithms to satisfy latency SLOs and improve re-
source efficiency (§5).

4 FaaSwap System Design

4.1 Architecture overview
Fig. 3 shows the architecture overview of FaaSwap which
contains two main components: cluster manager and worker
nodes. The cluster manager takes charge of cluster-level tasks,
including request routing, node allocation, and resource scal-
ing. At each worker node, FaaSwap employs GPU pooling,
where a GPU server manages all local GPUs as a pool and
enables functions to access any available GPUs dynamically.
Within the GPU server, a model repository manages models in
host memory; GPU executors handles CUDA execution, per-

forms necessary model swapping, and manages GPU memory
on associated GPUs; the controller holds a global view of the
GPU memory and the executor status, and decides how to
schedule requests to executors. Each worker node also runs
an intra-node router to signal the GPU server about request
arrivals and route requests to local inference functions. When
a request arrives at the target function, it interacts with the
scheduled executor through a GPU client by remoting CUDA
API calls. The GPU server, router, and functions in a worker
node all run as containers.

Key to FaaSwap is to build an efficient GPU server that can
enable low-latency model inference and address the first two
challenges discussed in §3. In particular, we will elaborate
upon FaaSwap’s designs to answer these questions: 1) how
FaaSwap enables low-latency GPU pooling (§4.2) and model
swapping (§4.3), i.e., Challenge C1, 2) how FaaSwap tracks
memory footprint of functions and manages GPU memory
(§4.4), i.e., Challenge C2, and 3) how FaaSwap ensures the
isolation and handles failures (§4.5).

4.2 GPU Remoting
The common approach to GPU pooling is to redirect indi-
vidual CUDA API calls from functions to GPU executors,
transparent to the inference program [13, 36]. However, this
approach necessitates synchronization for each API call, re-
sulting in high synchronization overhead that is unacceptable
to model inference. Based on our measurement, each infer-
ence needs thousands of CUDA API calls (e.g., over 4k calls
for ResNet-152), which incur an additional delay of several
hundred milliseconds in communication (Table 4). To address
this issue, FaaSwap proposes the asynchronous API redirec-
tion.
Asynchronous API redirection. We observe that interme-
diate steps in an inference execution are typically performed
asynchronously in GPU — the intermediate data gets gener-
ated and consumed in GPU memory without requiring any
data transfer to the host until the execution is completed.
Therefore, a function can redirect intermediate CUDA calls
to the GPU executor asynchronously without waiting for their
results, and perform synchronizations only for the final output.
This approach does not affect the execution order, and thus
can still ensure the correctness of the model inference.

Following this observation, we perform asynchronous redi-
rection for CUDA APIs. In particular, we divide the set of
CUDA APIs into two categories based on their semantics:
1) synchronous, blocking APIs, and 2) asynchronous, non-
blocking APIs. The former needs the host to wait for their
completion and use the outputs in the following steps, e.g.,
cudaMalloc, and thus we perform synchronizations by de-
fault. The latter does not change the runtime state in the host,
e.g., cudaLaunchKernel, allowing asynchronous API redirec-
tion without blocking. FaaSwap supports the common CUDA
runtime APIs and CUDA libraries, e.g., cuDNN. We show
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the category of each such API in Appendix A.1.
With asynchronous API redirection, we can fuse multi-

ple consecutive CUDA API calls into a single group and
send them together, which further reduces communication
costs. We design an effective grouping strategy to improve
the performance of API redirection. We note that fusing too
many calls into one group (e.g., all intermediate API calls)
can mitigate communication costs, which however needs the
function to wait until all calls are issued. On the other hand,
having too few calls in one group (e.g., one call per group)
has no extra delay but incurs considerable communication
costs with frequent API redirections. We observe that various
models exhibit similar API call generation patterns as they are
constructed wih common blocks (e.g., convolutional layers).
Therefore, we leverage representative API call patterns to
profile the performance of API redirection, where we vary the
group size to find an optimal one that can generally deliver
good performance.

Table 4 in §7 shows the performance benefits of our asyn-
chronous, group-level API redirection. Compared with syn-
chronous API redirection, FaaSwap can cut the inference la-
tency of popular models by up to an order of magnitude, owing
to significantly reduced communication costs. Interestingly,
FaaSwap can even outperform the native execution (i.e., using
local GPU without GPU remoting) for many evaluated CNN
models (e.g., ResNet). Serving these models requires configur-
ing many cuDNN descriptors (e.g., cudnnSetConvolutionNd-
Descriptor), where the relevant CUDA APIs are executed on
the CPU side and do not require GPU resources. As a result,
redirecting these APIs effectively distributes CPU-side work-
loads across functions and the GPU server, enabling functions
to access more CPUs and perform parallel computation. For
Bert models that trigger no cuDNN descriptor-related APIs,
our approach yields performance comparable to native execu-
tion. Note that, CPU resources are not the bottleneck despite
the utilization of more CPUs in GPU remoting. Based on
our measurements (see testbed in §7), when GPUs in a node
are fully occupied for serving requests, the CPU utilization
of FaaSwap (native execution) for ResNet-152 and Bert-qa
remains at 27.4% (8.8 %) and 17.2% (9.2%), respectively.
GPU runtime sharing. GPU programs need GPU runtime
to manage GPU-side states, which can account for a consider-
able portion of memory footprint, e.g., about 1 GB for models
in Table 1. To improve memory efficiency, in FaaSwap each
GPU executor shares a single GPU runtime across functions it
hosts. This dramatically reduces GPU memory footprint, and
alleviates the need of creating a new runtime after model swap-
ping which can take a few seconds. FaaSwap also preloads all
CUDA kernels on each GPU to avoid extra loading overheads.
We will discuss fault isolation of FaaSwap in §4.5.

4.3 Model Swapping
Since serverless platforms should not look inside each model

Pinned memory pool

Pageable memory

…

…

Host

GPU

Models:

GPU 0 GPU 1

Figure 4: An example of model swapping. Models can be
swapped from host to GPU through PCIe (green arrows), or
across GPUs through NVLink (red arrow).

to gain the detailed model structure due to business and confi-
dentiality reasons, FaaSwap tracks the general memory foot-
print of a model to enable model swapping during runtime.
FaaSwap capitalizes on the observation that the memory ac-
cess pattern of a model generally remains consistent across
requests, including the addresses and access order of model
parameters. Therefore, FaaSwap only needs to track the first
function execution (i.e., cold start), the access pattern of which
can be applicable to future request executions (see memory
tracking details in §4.4). FaaSwap then performs model swap-
ping on demand at the request level, and more importantly,
enhances swapping performance through a model pipeline
execution.

Model swapping and pipeline execution. Fig. 4 illustrates
the model swapping in FaaSwap, which swaps models from
host memory to GPUs through PCIe and also supports fast
model transmission to neighboring GPUs through NVLink.
Specifically, by utilizing pinned memory, the direct memory
access (DMA) data transfer is enabled to facilitate the host-to-
GPU model swapping. Model swapping can be performed on
demand — a GPU executor can load a target model to its as-
sociated GPU when notified by request arrivals ( 2⃝ in Fig. 3).
Combined with CUDA API redirection (§4.2), FaaSwap can
easily execute a model on different GPUs across requests,
thus enabling late binding.

In addition, FaaSwap exploits the pipelining opportunity to
hide the overhead of model swapping. We note that model in-
ference only involves a forward pass and is typically executed
layer by layer, which creates an opportunity for overlapping
the transmission of subsequent layers with the computation
of previous layers. Key to model pipelining is to determine
the number of layers to group for swapping. Grouping too
few layers necessitates a frequent waiting for the transmission
completion to trigger the computation, leading to high syn-
chronization overhead. Conversely, grouping too many layers
results in less overlap between transmission and computation,
impairing pipelining efficiency.

Previous systems have proposed various model pipelining
strategies, such as PipeSwitch [17] and DeepPlan [28], but
they are not applicable to serverless inference. Existing strate-
gies assume that the model is provided in advance, and they
conduct extensive profiling to obtain the execution time of
each model layer to find the optimal pipelining strategy. How-
ever, in practice, serverless platforms should not access the
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detailed model structures for confidentiality reasons. There-
fore, FaaSwap employs a model-agnostic approach to deter-
mine the group size in model pipelining. We observe that
the transmission performance, concerning group sizes, can
experience an “elbow point”: increasing the amount of data
in a group improves the overall transmission throughput, but
the improvement becomes marginal after a certain point. We
therefore select this elbow point as the group size, which can
achieve good swapping performance without significantly
impacting pipelining efficiency. Since the optimal size only
depends on hardware configurations, such as PCIe bandwidth,
we can easily find it by profiling transmission performance
of various-sized data (e.g, about 2 MB based on our testbed).
This approach requires no detailed model knowledge or pro-
filing and can be directly applied to various models.

We show the performance of FaaSwap’s pipelining strategy
in Table 4 in §7. Compared with separate model swapping and
inference execution, i.e., non-pipelining, FaaSwap’s pipelin-
ing execution achieves better end-to-end performance, reduc-
ing latency by about 50%. Model pipelining via high-speed
NVLink further improves the performance due to the reduced
swapping overhead, which is comparable to the inference
execution only (“Remote Async.”).
Model eviction. We observe that model transmission from
GPUs to host can result in significant overhead and interfere
with concurrent inference executions. Therefore, FaaSwap
always maintains a copy of the model in the host and only
invalidates its GPU memory region during eviction. By utiliz-
ing the cheap host memory, FaaSwap can effectively eliminate
the overhead of model eviction.

4.4 Memory Management
Memory management is critical to make model swapping
and late binding transparent to users’ inference functions. In
FaaSwap, a model should be dynamically executed on various
GPUs without requiring users to incorporate any “swapping
logic” in their inference code, and users should remain oblivi-
ous to swapping actions.

Existing solutions to GPU memory management [9, 19,
27, 35] are not directly applicable to FaaSwap for two rea-
sons. First, late binding requires all GPUs in a pool to share
the same logical memory space as inference functions do
not recognize backend GPUs and consistently access mod-
els using identical memory addresses, even across different
GPUs. However, current unified memory management solu-
tions, such as HUVM [19], only allow individual GPUs to
utilize memory in the host or other devices, failing to sup-
port seamless task migration across GPUs. Second, model
swapping necessitates FaaSwap to frequently allocate and
deallocate memory, but native APIs (e.g., cudaMalloc) can
introduce substantial overhead and significantly impair overall
performance. We therefore design a GPU memory manage-
ment system for FaaSwap to address these issues.

Memory address management. When model swapping
occurs, either from host to GPU or between GPUs, the ac-
tual memory addresses of model parameters can differ from
the original ones. To enable seamless late binding, FaaSwap
meticulously manages memory layout and automatically
translates each memory access of CUDA calls to actual physi-
cal addresses on a target GPU. FaaSwap leverages the memory
layout of ML frameworks to facilitate the memory address
management. ML frameworks, such as PyTorch and Tensor-
Flow, typically organize data into blocks for simplified man-
agement, wherein each GPU memory block can contain mul-
tiple parameters. This practice enables FaaSwap to perform
memory mapping at the block level.

Specifically, FaaSwap monitors memory blocks for each
function and maintains a mapping to their actual physical ad-
dresses after model swapping. The internal data layout within
each block, such as the offsets of its parameters, remains
unchanged, allowing FaaSwap to easily obtain the physical
address of a particular parameter using its associated block
address and the corresponding offset. As a result, FaaSwap
does not need to maintain extensive metadata for individual
data pointers, effectively handling address translation without
incurring significant management overhead.
Memory allocation and block management. Based on our
measurements, using native APIs to allocate memory blocks
for a single model can result in a high overhead of up to
hundreds of milliseconds (Fig. 10), which hinders overall
swapping and inference performance. FaaSwap hence pre-
allocates all GPU memory and internally manage all blocks
to avoid relying on native APIs for block allocation. Key to
block management is to efficiently reduce memory fragments.
To address this issue, a classic approach is the Buddy memory
allocation [32], which divides and merges idle blocks based on
power-of-two multiples. We revise this approach by exploiting
two characteristics of FaaSwap.

First, we leverage block usage patterns of ML frameworks
for reduced memory fragments. For instance, PyTorch em-
ploys fixed-size blocks (e.g., 20 MB) to host small- and
moderate-sized data, resulting in high popularity and easy
sharing of these blocks across various models. Motivated by
this observation, FaaSwap consolidates these fixed-size blocks
to reduce fragmentation. In particular, FaaSwap divides all
GPU memory into a number of memory partitions during
bootstrap, which are created via the native allocation API and
have consistent sizes. FaaSwap consolidates the fixed-size
blocks into a few memory partitions, which require only sim-
plified memory layouts and can be generally shared across
models. Irregular-sized blocks are managed separately in dif-
ferent partitions, where we adopt the classic Buddy allocation
to reduce memory fragments. Second, we note that all blocks
of a single model are usually accessed entirely during model
swapping and execution, as well as reclaimed together af-
ter model eviction. This observation inspires us to package
blocks from the same model as tightly as possible, e.g., by
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collocating them into a single memory partition. This ap-
proach enables model eviction to easily free entire memory
partitions, making them available for future block allocation.
In addition, FaaSwap also periodically consolidates blocks to
reduce overall fragments.

4.5 Isolation and Fault Handling
We next discuss how FaaSwap handles resource and fault
isolation across function instances.
Resource isolation. With GPU pooling, FaaSwap provides
container-level isolation for CPU and memory resources4,
similar to existing serverless platforms [1, 42, 48]. For GPUs,
FaaSwap performs software-based isolation at its GPU server,
which ensures GPU compute resources, e.g., streaming mul-
tiprocessors, are exclusively allocated to function instances
at a request granularity. It also isolates GPU memory by pro-
hibiting functions from accessing memory regions of others,
which can be easily achieved by GPU memory management
(§4.4).
Fault handling and isolation. FaaSwap sustains various sys-
tem component failures. In case of function failures, FaaSwap
simply restarts them to resume the execution, which has no
side effect due to the stateless nature of inference. For execu-
tor failures at a GPU server, FaaSwap migrates affected mod-
els to other active executors via swapping, and then restarts
the failed ones. The GPU server also persists runtime states in
local storage (e.g., models and metadata) to allow fast recov-
ery from the failure of an entire server. Therefore, FaaSwap
can effectively handle faults occurring during function execu-
tion, and isolate them across various functions.

At the cluster level, FaaSwap persists metadata of individ-
ual nodes in a database, and thus the cluster manager can
easily retain these states and recover from failures. It also
keeps periodic health checks with the router of each worker
node, and handles node failures by launching a new node and
migrating all relevant functions.

5 FaaSwap Policy Design

We present how FaaSwap meets the latency SLOs for infer-
ence functions and delivers resource efficiency (i.e., Chal-
lenge C3 in §3). We start with the design overview, followed
by individual policies.

5.1 Design Overview

Objective. The overall objective of FaaSwap is to meet la-
tency SLOs for all inference functions while minimizing re-
source cost. We define a function to comply with SLOs if its
tail request latency is not longer than a user-specified deadline,

4FaaSwap makes no assumption on sandboxes and can also support mi-
croVMs [14].

Table 3: Latency (ms) of model pipelining execution when
concurrently swapping other models through PCIe. The diag-
onal values indicate the latencies without concurrent models.

Model DenseNet-169 ResNet-152 Bert-qa

DenseNet-169 27 27 (+0%) 27 (+0%)
ResNet-152 31 (+7%) 29 43 (+48%)

Bert-qa 166 (+11%) 240 (+61%) 149

and meter the resource cost by the number of worker nodes.
Key to achieving this goal is to maximize the number of SLO-
compliant functions at each worker, such that FaaSwap can
efficiently exploit per-worker GPU resources to host as many
functions as possible, which in turn reduces the total number
of workers required.
Challenges. Previous inference systems have proposed var-
ious schemes to meet latency SLOs [25, 45, 51, 53]; however,
their policies do not apply to FaaSwap for two reasons. First,
existing systems such as INFless [45] and Shepherd [53]
assume sufficient GPU memory and employ early binding,
which schedule model serving instances to GPUs and then
batch and route requests to them. In contrast, FaaSwap focuses
on late-binding the lower-frequency functions to a pool of
memory-constrained GPUs, requiring a joint design of model
management (i.e., model swapping and eviction) and request
scheduling. Second, existing systems assume a stable model
inference latency [25, 38, 45, 51, 53], but this assumption
does not hold in our settings — model swapping can cause
unpredictable end-to-end performance due to PCIe bandwidth
contention [16, 30]. As show in Table 3, concurrently swap-
ping two models through PCIe increases individual model
inference latency compared with running them alone, espe-
cially for large models (e.g., Bert-qa).

We propose three policies to address the aforementioned
challenges. First, considering that packing many functions to-
gether can cause short-term overloading and request queueing,
FaaSwap introduces a request prioritization policy to maxi-
mize the number of SLO-compliant functions (§5.2). Second,
FaaSwap designs a request scheduling and model swapping
policy to reduce bandwidth contention across concurrent mod-
els, thereby improving overall inference performance (§5.3).
Lastly, by leveraging the characteristics of model swapping,
FaaSwap proposes an effective model eviction policy to re-
duce bandwidth footprint in model swapping; combined with
the request scheduling policy before, FaaSwap minimizes the
interference among concurrent model executions (§5.4).

5.2 Request Queueing

Late binding enables FaaSwap to consolidate multiple infer-
ence functions on a worker node, thereby improving GPU
utilization. However, it also introduces a potential short-term
node overloading as inference functions exhibit dynamic re-
quest arrival patterns (Fig. 1). To maximize the number of
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SLO-compliant functions, FaaSwap should monitor the SLO
compliance of individual functions at a worker node and deter-
mine the prioritization of their requests. Intuitively, FaaSwap
prioritizes functions according to their likelihood of meeting
SLOs, where functions with a higher probability of compli-
ance get executed earlier to mitigate queueing delays.

Following this insight, FaaSwap divides all functions on a
node into two groups based on their potentials to meet SLOs,
and respectively maintains two queues for their requests, i.e.,
high- and low-priority. Only when the high-priority queue
is empty does FaaSwap dispatch low-priority requests. Func-
tions can be moved between the two groups dynamically,
depending on their likelihood of SLO compliance. However,
realizing this approach requires answering two questions: 1)
how to quantify the likelihood of SLO compliance for a func-
tion, and 2) how to effectively partition functions into high-
and low-priority groups.

Metric for function prioritization. The prioritization met-
ric should reflect the “degree of needed effort”, where func-
tions requiring less effort are more likely to achieve SLOs.
We therefore propose required request count (RRC), which
measures the expected number of future requests to a function
that must be served within specified deadlines to meet SLOs.
Let n be the current number of requests to a function, and m
be the number of requests served within deadlines from the
total n requests. The RRC of the function can then be defined
as pn−m

1−p , where p is the tail percentile specified in SLOs, e.g.,
98%. This is simply derived from the equation: m+RRC

n+RRC = p.
RRC values for various functions can be normalized by the
average request latency. Thus, functions with negative RRCs
should have already met SLOs up to now, while functions with
larger RRCs have a lower likelihood of meeting SLOs. This
metric allows us to prioritize function requests with smaller
RRC values.

Divide functions into two priority groups. With RRCs, we
can divide functions into high- and low-priority groups, and
then determine the request execution order. Determining the
RRC boundary between the two groups can be challenging
— having too many (few) high-priority functions can be too
aggressive (conservative) to enable more SLO-compliant re-
quests. In FaaSwap, we use a threshold α ∈ [0,1] to indicate
the boundary and determine how functions are prioritized:
we prioritize more functions by increasing α; when α is 1,
all functions are put in the high-priority group. In particular,
consider a node with N functions sorted by RRCs, and let
RRCi be the RRC of function i. We put the first k functions in
the high-priority group, where k is the largest integer such that
∑

k
j=1 max(RRC j,0) ≤ α ·∑N

i=1 max(RRCi,0). FaaSwap auto-
matically configures α at runtime based on the overall load
and function SLOs. When there is a short load surge and
the number of SLO-compliant functions decreases, FaaSwap
turns to be conservative with a small α; otherwise, α increases
to prioritize more functions. We defer the detailed algorithm

GPU 0 GPU 1

GPU 2 GPU 3

NVLink 1x

NVLink 2x
Host

PCIe

Figure 5: Topology of a 4-GPU worker node in Aliyun Func-
tion Compute.
of the α auto-configuration to Appendix A.2.

The request execution order in each priority queue is also
determined using function RRCs. In the high-priority queue,
requests are prioritized in a reverse order of RRCs. This strat-
egy favors functions with a high likelihood of SLO com-
pliance (i.e., with small positive RRCs) over those already
meeting SLOs (i.e., with negative RRCs), which effectively
increases the number of SLO-compliant requests whenever
feasible. In contrast, requests in the low-priority queue are
executed following the order of RRCs.

5.3 Scheduling and Model Swapping

FaaSwap aims to minimize the inference latency for individual
requests as they are dispatched from the queues. Specifically,
when a request is received by FaaSwap’s GPU server ( 2⃝ in
Fig. 3), the controller decides which GPU (executor) should
load the designated model and handle the request. Each GPU
processes one function request at a time to ensure resource
isolation.
Bandwidth contention in model swapping. While model
execution latency is often stable [25], FaaSwap’s model swap-
ping can incur unpredictable overhead due to the PCIe band-
width contention [16, 30]. Fig. 5 shows the topology of a
worker node in Aliyun Function Compute, where each pair
of GPUs shares a PCIe switch and GPUs are inter-connected
via NVLinks with various bandwidths, e.g., faster NVLinks
delivering 2× higher throughput than slower ones. The perfor-
mance slowdown caused by bandwidth contention can vary
among models as shown in Table 3, where larger models
like Bert-qa require more intensive data transmission and
exhibit more pronounced performance degradation. More-
over, concurrently swapping a target model with light ones
(e.g., DensNet-169) leads to reduced contention and lower
latency compared with bandwidth-intensive ones (e.g., Bert-
qa). Therefore, we propose to leverage this characteristic to
reduce interference during the model swapping and enhance
the overall performance.
Interference-aware scheduling. For each request, FaaSwap
aims to minimize its interference with concurrent workloads,
which in turn reduces inference latency. We propose two de-
signs to achieve this. First, FaaSwap avoids concurrent swap-
ping for bandwidth-intensive models whenever possible. It
divides models into two categories based on their bandwidth
intensiveness in swapping, i.e., heavy and light models, which
can be easily done via basic model profiling: if model pipelin-
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Algorithm 1 Interference-Aware Request Scheduling
1: function SCHEDULE(req)
2: A← set of available GPUs ▷ A ̸=∅, otherwise queueing req
3: M← set of GPUs hosting the target model
4: if M ̸=∅ then
5: G←M∩A
6: if G ̸=∅ then
7: g← any GPU in G
8: Execute req on g ▷ Without swapping
9: else

10: (g,m)← GPU pair with fastest NVLink, g ∈ A,m ∈M
11: Execute req on g; Swap model from m ▷ GPU-to-GPU

swapping
12: else
13: g← a GPU whose neighbor is not loading models, g ∈ A
14: if g not found then
15: g← a GPU whose neighbor is loading a light model, g ∈ A
16: if g not found then
17: g← any GPU in A
18: Execute req on g; Swap model from host ▷ Host-to-GPU

swapping

ing significantly slows down the inference execution, the data
transmission is the bottleneck and thus the model is heavy
(see Table 4). We do not need accurate swapping performance
under concurrency, which in fact is hard to obtain. Second,
FaaSwap exploits the direct NVLink connections between
GPUs to reduce PCIe contention. FaaSwap prioritizes GPU-
to-GPU over host-to-GPU model swapping such as to enable
faster model transmission and avoid interference with concur-
rent PCIe traffic.

Algorithm 1 shows FaaSwap’s scheduling and swapping
policy. For a request, FaaSwap first checks whether the target
model is loaded on an available GPU, and if so, directly exe-
cutes it without the swapping overhead (line 8). If the model
is hosted by busy GPUs, FaaSwap then schedules the request
to perform the GPU-to-GPU swapping, in that the source and
target GPUs should have a fast NVLink connection (line 11).
Otherwise, FaaSwap resorts to the host-to-GPU swapping and
prioritizes target GPUs whose neighbors are idle or running
light models in order to reduce PCIe contention (line 18). In
a nutshell, FaaSwap minimizes the interference and overhead
of model swapping for each request, thereby providing low
inference latency.

5.4 Model Eviction Policy

Model eviction plays a critical role in reducing bandwidth con-
tention and enhancing the overall inference performance, in
conjunction with FaaSwap’s request scheduling policy. Unlike
the traditional cache eviction strategies, which primarily aim
to minimize the miss rates, FaaSwap’s model eviction policy
considers the performance implications of model swapping
for different models to facilitate future model loading.

We notice that swapping light models leads to negligible
overhead for end-to-end performance compared with heavy

ones (Table 3 and Table 4). Therefore, we tend to evict models
that have almost no impact on performance when swapping,
which allows for caching more heavy models in GPUs for
reduced host-to-GPU data transmission and interference. Fol-
lowing this insight, we divide models into two groups: heavy
models that are hosted on only a single GPU should be pri-
oritized, and the rest are of lower priority and can be evicted
earlier including light models and the heavy ones with copies
on multiple GPUs. As a result, FaaSwap only needs to fre-
quently perform the host-to-GPU and cross-GPU swappings
for light and heavy models respectively, which lead to neg-
ligible or no PCIe bandwidth contention and thus achieve
low swapping overhead. In each group, we adopt a common
Least-Recently-Used (LRU) policy to determine the eviction
order for its models.

5.5 Put All Together

With the aforementioned policies, FaaSwap effectively maxi-
mizes the number of SLO-compliant functions at each worker
node. At the cluster level, FaaSwap monitors the request load
at individual nodes and the SLO compliance of individual
functions, aiming to eliminate any potential SLO violations.
Note that, a worker node may discard hot functions when
it becomes overloaded and cannot meet latency SLOs for
functions (§5.2). In this case, FaaSwap’s cluster manager can
migrate these functions onto other nodes with available re-
sources and provision new nodes when needed, which further
maximizes the SLO compliance for functions at low resource
cost.

6 Implementation

We have implemented FaaSwap atop Aliyun Function Com-
pute, one of the world’s leading commercial serverless plat-
forms. FaaSwap’s GPU server and GPU client are imple-
mented in 4k and 1.5k lines of C++ code, respectively. Intra-
node router and cluster manager are directly implemented
atop the relevant components in Aliyun Function Compute.
We also implement a demo router in 530 lines of Python
code to provide the basic functionalities for single-node tests.
FaaSwap’s cluster manager can maintain and track a resource
pool of GPU nodes to ensure fast node allocation and scal-
ing, following the existing practice in Aliyun Function Com-
pute. We provide a container image as a function template
based on PyTorch, where the original CUDA libraries (e.g.,
libcudart.so) are replaced by our GPU clients to enable
GPU remoting. This requires no modification to the PyTorch
framework.
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7 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate FaaSwap using production traces
from Aliyun Function Compute. Our evaluation ansewrs the
following questions:

• Can FaaSwap enable efficient GPU remoting and model
swapping (Table 4)?

• How much benefit FaaSwap’s model swapping can bring
in terms of overall performance (§7.1)?

• Can FaaSwap maximize the number of SLO-compliant
functions at node and how does its individual design
policies contribute to overall performance gain (§7.2)?

• Can FaaSwap satisfy per-function latency SLOs and im-
prove resource utilization at cluster (§7.3)?

Settings. We deploy FaaSwap in a Aliyun Function Compute
cluster following production environments. FaaSwap runs on
a cluster with up to 6 workers. Each worker node has 48
vCPU cores, 384 GB memory, and 4 NVIDIA V100 GPUs,
each with 32 GB memory. We use 8 popular ML models in
evaluation, as shown in Table 4, and distribute them across
inference functions in a round-robin manner. Table 4 also
shows the performance of GPU remoting and model pipeline,
which we discuss in §4.2 and §4.3, respectively. We warm up
all functions before running test workloads to exclude cold
starts.
Metrics We focus on the ratio of functions meeting SLOs
and GPU load in evaluation. A function can comply with
SLOs if its tail request latency is less than a deadline. By
default, we use 98th tail latency, and set the deadlines for CV
models and Bert-qa to 80 ms and 200 ms, respectively. The
load is measured by the proportion of duration when the GPU
processes inference requests.

7.1 FaaSwap’s Model Swapping
We first discuss the benefits of FaaSwap’s model swapping.
Host-to-GPU model swapping. With host-to-GPU model
swapping, FaaSwap substantially reduces memory footprint
of inference functions and results in high GPU utilization.
Fig. 6 illustrates the latency and throughput at various request
rates under FaaSwap and native execution (Native). Native
simply employs early binding and keeps functions alive in
GPUs, which is constrained by limited GPU memory and can
only host a small number of functions. Consequently, Native
exhibits poor overall throughput under a rate of tens of re-
quests per second, the pattern of which cover a majority of
serverless functions (Fig. 2). In contrast, FaaSwap supports
a significantly larger number of functions using host mem-
ory, resulting in a substantial improvement in throughput,
e.g., over 10× under 10 r/m. Only at high request rates, such
as 120 r/m per function, where GPU memory is no longer
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Figure 6: Performance of executing multiple ResNet-152
functions on a single GPU under FaaSwap’s model swapping
(Swap) and native execution (Native), which packs as many
as possible functions on the GPU to saturate its memory. We
show the median and 98th tail latencies under various per-
function request rates (left), and the aggregate throughput and
the function count in Swap normalized to Native (right).
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FaaSwap’s model swapping (Swap) and Native.

the bottleneck, Native can achieve a throughput similar to
FaaSwap. For inference latency, FaaSwap delivers compara-
ble performance with Native even under model swapping. For
instance, under a request rate of 10 r/m, the tail inference
latency with model swapping can sustain at about 50 ms, ef-
fectively satisfying latency SLOs. Under high request rates,
FaaSwap results in lower latency compared with Native due
to its efficient implementation of GPU remoting (§4.2 and
Table 4).

GPU-to-GPU model swapping. Fig. 7 compares FaaSwap
with Native on a 4-GPU worker. In Native functions are bound
to specific GPUs, which can easily cause GPU hot spots. In
contrast, FaaSwap enables GPU-to-GPU swapping and can
effectively migrate models for load balancing. Fig. 7 (left)
shows per-GPU load normalized to the maximum, where
FaaSwap can lead to less variance across 4 GPUs compared
with Native. Moreover, load imbalance in Native can greatly
impair the performance of model inference due to severe
request queueing. Fig. 7 (right) shows the 98th tail latency
of requests executed on each GPU, where Native leads to
extremely long tail latency, e.g., over seconds. Unlike Native,
FaaSwap can distribute load across GPUs via efficient GPU-
to-GPU model swapping, which consistently achieves fast
model inference and cuts the tail latency to around 35 ms for
all GPUs.
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Table 4: ML models and the latency (ms) of GPU remoting and model swapping. Bert-qa [22] is a popular transformer-based
NLP model and others are popular CV models. Models are marked heavy if the swapping (Pipeline PCIe) significantly slows
down the inference (Remote Async.).

Model GPU Remoting Model Swapping in Execution Heavy?
Native Remote Sync. Remote Async. Non-pipeline Pipeline PCIe Pipeline NVLink

ResNet-50 11 82 9 23 13 11 Yes
ResNet-101 20 157 14 35 22 16 Yes
ResNet-152 27 236 19 45 29 21 Yes

DenseNet-169 30 262 25 34 27 26 No
DenseNet-201 36 331 28 39 30 30 No
Inception-v3 19 151 14 27 17 16 No
EfficientNet 17 101 12 17 13 13 No

Bert-qa 45 92 45 190 149 48 Yes

7.2 FaaSwap at Node
We next evaluate the performance of FaaSwap at a node. We
evaluate FaaSwap using real-world workloads sampled from
production traces (Fig. 2 left). The function request rates
range from 5 to 30 r/m, which are representative for GPU
inference functions as we discuss in §2.
Performance under varying functions. We first com-
pare FaaSwap with two baselines, native execution and INF-
less [45]—a state-of-the-art serverless inference system. Un-
like model swapping, INFless introduces a function keep-alive
policy to balance the GPU cost and inference latency, which
learns from historical traces to set the lifespan of individual
functions. For a fair comparison, we implement the keep-alive
policy of INFless (INFless-KA) in the Native system. Note
that INFless also proposes a scheduling algorithm that aims
to optimize function placement and resource allocation (i.e.,
early binding) to meet their latency SLOs. However, it is not
directly applicable in our evaluation: limited GPU memory re-
sults in a queue of functions waiting to be launched; whenever
an idle function is reclaimed, it must immediately schedule a
waiting function to the reclaimed slot, leading to a constrained
decision space. Fig. 8 shows the ratio of functions meeting
SLOs in Native, INFless-KA, and FaaSwap (left) and further
reveals the actual function count in each case when running
160 functions (right). With model swapping, FaaSwap can
efficiently support 160 functions and deliver low inference
latency, consistently meeting SLOs for all functions. In con-
trast, Native experiences a decreasing ratio as the number of
functions increases (e.g., a maximum of 72 functions), which
results from the limited GPU memory. Compared with Native,
INFless-KA can reclaim GPU memory by cleaning up idle
functions, thereby enabling the execution of more functions
(e.g., 112 functions). However, this approach inevitably in-
curs function cold starts, which significantly degrades overall
inference performance and results in an extremely low ratio
of SLO-compliant functions, with only 7 out of 160 achieving
SLO compliance.
Benefits of FaaSwap’s policies. To understand the benefits
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Figure 8: Ratio of SLO-compliant functions under Native,
keep-alive policy of INFless (INFless-KA), and FaaSwap
(left). We show the actual numbers of total and SLO-
compliant functions in each case under 160 functions (right).

of policy designs, we use four baselines that disable indi-
vidual policies in FaaSwap. (1) FaaSwap-FIFO uses a FIFO
policy in request queueing compared with our SLO-aware pol-
icy (§5.2). (2) FaaSwap-Random disables interference-aware
scheduling (§5.3), which randomly schedules a request to
an idle GPU if the target model is not loaded, and triggers
model swapping through PCIe. (3) FaaSwap-LRU directly
adopts a LRU policy in model eviction rather than prioritizing
models according to swapping overhead (§5.4). (4) FaaSwap-
Block disables block management policy (§4.4), which simply
caches released memory blocks of various sizes in a single
pool. When model loading requires a new block, it directly
returns a cached one in the pool if the requested size can be
satisfied, otherwise it will free existing idle blocks until the
required memory space is available.

Fig. 9 shows the ratio of SLO-compliant functions using
FaaSwap and four baselines. Compared with FaaSwap, all
the baselines suffer from various limitations and fail to ef-
fectively support a large number of functions. In particular,
FaaSwap-FIFO is oblivious to SLOs and unable to properly
prioritize functions, leading to serious SLO violations un-
der many functions, such as over 50% of total 560 functions
cannot satisfy the SLOs. FaaSwap-Block cannot reuse various-
size blocks and forces frequent memory allocation via native
CUDA API, which incurs long delay in block allocation and
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Figure 9: Ratio of SLO-compliant functions under FaaSwap
and various policies.

significantly harms overall performance as we will describe
in Fig. 10. FaaSwap-LRU frequently evicts heavy models,
leading to PCIe bandwidth contention during future swapping
and impaired inference performance. Therefore, the function
ratios quickly drop to 0 for both FaaSwap-Block and FaaSwap-
LRU. FaaSwap-Random leads to the worst performance due
to its inefficient scheduling and swapping policy, which does
not exploit NVLink across GPUs and is oblivious to model
heaviness. Consequently, it easily violates SLOs even under
320 functions. Compared with baselines, FaaSwap can suc-
cessfully support over 80% functions under 560 functions,
effectively maximizing the number of SLO-compliant func-
tions.
Policy behaviors. Fig. 10 further shows the behaviors of
FaaSwap’s block management and model eviction policies.
In particular, we compare the latency of per-model block al-
location under FaaSwap-Block and FaaSwap (Fig. 10 left).
FaaSwap incurs only negligible overhead due to efficient
block sharing (§4.4), which requires no native GPU mem-
ory allocation. In contrast, FaaSwap-Block can easily trigger
many CUDA allocation calls when swapping models and
thus cause a long delay, e.g., up to hundreds of milliseconds.
Fig. 10 (right) breaks down the proportion of three swapping
cases under FaaSwap-LRU and FaaSwap, which include non-
swapping and host-to-GPU (Swap PCIe) and GPU-to-GPU
(Swap NVLink) swapping. FaaSwap’s eviction policy tends
to keep heavy models in GPUs such as to reduce overall swap-
ping overhead. For example, over 90% of requests to heavy
models incur no host-to-GPU swapping, which effectively
avoids PCIe bandwidth contention. While swapping through
PCIe is required by most requests to light models, this leads
to negligible impact on overall performance (Table 4). On the
other hand, FaaSwap-LRU is oblivious to model knowledge
and thus both light and heavy models observe similar patterns.
SLO-aware request queueing. We next evaluate FaaSwap’s
SLO-aware request queueing policy (§5.2). We compare
FaaSwap with FaaSwap-FIFO under 560 ResNet-152 func-
tions and vary their deadlines from 60 ms to 80 ms. Fig. 11
shows the ratio of SLO-compliant functions using FaaSwap-
FIFO and FaaSwap. FaaSwap’s policy is designed to satisfy
various user-specified SLOs and thus we vary its target dead-
line accordingly, by which FaaSwap adjusts request execution
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Figure 10: Behaviors of FaaSwap’s block management and
eviction policies: the latency of block allocation under
FaaSwap and FaaSwap-Block (left), and the proportion of
three swapping cases under LRU and FaaSwap’s eviction poli-
cies (right).
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Figure 11: Ratio of SLO-compliant functions using FIFO and
FaaSwap’s SLO-aware (SA) policies. We set deadlines from
60 ms to 80 ms, and vary the targets in SA accordingly.

order to support as many functions as possible. In particular,
SA-60, SA-70, and SA-80 can achieve the best performance
when setting deadlines to 60 ms, 70 ms, and 80 ms, respec-
tively. All of them can significantly outperform FaaSwap-
FIFO in either deadline.

7.3 FaaSwap at Cluster
We next evaluate FaaSwap on a cluster deployment with 6
GPU workers. As running FaaSwap on a Aliyun Function
Compute cluster incurs additional system overhead, we relax
the SLOs and set deadlines for CV models and Bert-qa to 150
ms and 250 ms, respectively.
Baselines. We exclude INFless-KA from our cluster deploy-
ment due to its extremely poor performance (Fig. 8). We use
three baselines: (1) Native uses native GPU containers bound
to specific GPUs, which is an existing practice in Aliyun
Function Compute. Each GPU worker can only host a fixed,
small number of functions due to limited GPU memory (§7.1).
(2) NonSwap allows GPU remoting similar to FaaSwap, but
disables model swapping. Compared with Native, NonSwap
can share GPU runtime across functions, which reduces mem-
ory footprint and enables each GPU to host more function.
(3) SimpleSwap enables model swapping compared with Non-
Swap. However, this approach does not incorporate policies
implemented in FaaSwap, but supports simple strategies dis-
cussed in §7.2, including FIFO request queueing, random
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Figure 12: Cluster evaluation of FaaSwap.

scheduling, and LRU model eviction.

Cluster evaluation. Fig. 12 compares the performance of
FaaSwap and three baselines. We first show the ratio of SLO-
compliant functions under various number of functions. As
shown in Fig. 12a, only FaaSwap can consistently satisfy per-
function latency SLOs under a large number of functions, e.g.,
over 1000. In particular, Native can easily saturate all GPU
memory and only supports up to 500 functions, which leads
to low GPU utilization. Compared with Native, NonSwap
can relax the constraint of GPU memory and enables more
functions. However, it still fixes the binding between functions
and GPUs, which can cause a number of GPUs overloaded by
requests and lead to long tail latency. For example, the ratio
of SLO-compliant functions under NonSwap dramatically
drops from 800 functions. While SimpleSwap can outperform
NonSwap with model swapping, it still suffers from severe
SLO violations under 1000 functions. Since model swapping
of SimpleSwap is inefficient with high overhead, it can result
in long end-to-end latency.

Fig. 12b further compares the behaviors of FaaSwap, Sim-
pleSwap, and NonSwap under 1000 functions. We show the
per-request latency normalized to corresponding deadlines
(left). In FaaSwap almost every request can be served within
its deadline, leading to a normalized latency less than 1. How-
ever, both SimpleSwap and NonSwap suffer from long tail
latency, which can be over 4× and 7× of the deadline, respec-
tively. We also compare per-worker GPU load of the three
solutions. For each node, we normalize loads of its four GPUs
to the maximum, and calculate the variance. Lower variance

indicates better load balancing. Fig. 12b (right) plots per-
worker load variance under FaaSwap, SimpleSwap and Non-
Swap, where there are 6 workers in each one. Compared with
NonSwap, FaaSwap and SimpleSwap can effectively balance
GPU load across workers with model swapping, achieving
much less load variance.

8 Related Work and Discussion

Host-to-GPU data swapping. There have been a number
of systems proposed for host-to-GPU data swapping [17, 19,
25, 27, 28, 31, 37, 44, 50]. In particular, host-to-GPU model
swapping has been explored in several inference systems,
such as Clockwork [25] and DeepPlan [28]. However, they
require model-specific knowledge to perform model swap-
ping and share the execution runtime across models, failing
to meet the key requirements of serverless inference (§3).
Other systems focus on executing deep learning jobs with
large memory footprints exceeding GPU capacity, such as
vDNN [37], Salus [50], and SwapAdvisor [27], or optimizing
data access for general-purpose workloads, such as Batch-
aware [31], HUVM [19]. Compared with FaaSwap, they do
not consider the semantics of model inference and are not
designed to meet its performance requirements, i.e., latency
SLOs.
GPU remoting. GPU remoting and API redirection tech-
niques have been employed in different layers to achieve GPU
virtualization [13,36,47]. Existing solutions like rCUDA [13]
and AvA [47] primarily focus on general-purpose workloads.
In contrast, FaaSwap applies GPU remoting in the context of
serverless inference, leveraging its unique characteristics to
enable low-latency API redirection.
Spatio-temporal GPU partitioning. Existing techniques
have investigated spatial and temporal partitioning of GPU
resources to improve overall utilization [2, 10–12, 20]. These
techniques are orthogonal to FaaSwap and can be directly ap-
plied, where a physical GPU can be partitioned into multiple
virtual instances to enable more target executors in function
late binding. This approach further improves GPU efficiency,
which we leave as a future work.
Large models. To reduce the swapping overhead of large
models, we can cache their partial parameters in GPU mem-
ory, which reduces transmission latency at the cost of in-
creased memory footprint. Our future work aims to bal-
ance the tradeoff between performance and GPU memory
cost. In addition, large language models have gained much
popularity and can exceed the memory capacity of a single
GPU, necessitating careful designs of model parallelism and
pipeline [18, 41, 46]. Supporting these models in serverless
cloud can be extremely challenging, which we leave as a
future work.
Model swapping from local disk. For functions with ex-
tremely low request rates (e.g., a few requests per hour in
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Fig. 2), keeping many models in host may even saturate the
memory and still lead to resource inefficiency. Therefore, the
platform can further move those models to local disk, trading
the swapping performance for lower keep-alive cost, which
we leave for a future work.

9 Conclusion

We present FaaSwap, a GPU-enabled serverless platform for
SLO-aware, resource-efficient ML model inference. FaaSwap
employs late binding, which maintains models in main mem-
ory and dynamically swaps them to a pool of GPUs for exe-
cution. This approach effectively enables the pay-per-GPU-
use billing and the GPU resource efficiency, without detailed
model knowledge. We also design FaaSwap to enable low-
latency GPU pooling and model swapping, and propose vari-
ous scheduling and model management policies to meet la-
tency SLOs for inference functions at low cost. We have
implemented FaaSwap atop a leading commercial serverless
platform. The evaluation shows that FaaSwap can effectively
comply with per-function latency SLOs and improve GPU
efficiency.
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Table 5: Primary CUDA APIs supported in FaaSwap, which
we divide into asynchronous and synchronous APIs according
to their semantics.

CUDA library API

CUDA Runtime API (Async.) cudaMemcpyAsync

cudaMemsetAsync

cudaLaunchKernel

cudaFree

CUDA Runtime API (Sync.) cudaMalloc

cudaMemcpy

cudaStreamCreate

cudaStreamCreateWithFlags

cudaStreamCreateWithPriority

cudaStreamSynchronize

cudaEventCreateWithFlags

cudaEventQuery

cudaGetDeviceCount

cudaGetDeviceProperties

cudaDeviceSynchronize

cuDNN (Async.) cudnnSetStream

cudnnCreateFilterDescriptor

cudnnSetFilterNdDescriptor

cudnnDestroyFilterDescriptor

cudnnCreateConvolutionDescriptor

cudnnSetConvolutionGroupCount

cudnnSetConvolutionNdDescriptor

cudnnSetConvolutionMathType

cudnnDestroyConvolutionDescriptor

cudnnCreateTensorDescriptor

cudnnSetTensorNdDescriptor

cudnnDestroyTensorDescriptor

cudnnConvolutionForward

cudnnBatchNormalizationForwardInference

cuDNN (Sync.) cudnnCreate

cudnnGetConvolutionForwardAlgorithm_v7

cuBLAS (Async.) cublasSetStream

cublasSetMathMode

cublasSgemm

cublasSgemmStridedBatched

cuBLAS (Sync.) cublasCreate

cublasGetMathMode

A Appendix

A.1 CUDA API

FaaSwap performs asynchronous CUDA API redirection to
reduce communication overhead for efficient GPU remoting
(see §4.2). We divide CUDA APIs into two categories, i.e.,
asynchronous and synchronous APIs, according to whether
they require GPU-to-host data transfer and update state in host.
Table 5 lists the primary CUDA APIs supported in FaaSwap
and their categories. CUDA APIs issued by intermediate steps
during model inference are generally asynchronous.

In addition to listed APIs, model inference can also
trigger a few other CUDA APIs in our experiments, e.g.,
cudaGetDevice. These APIs do not affect inference execu-
tion and thus FaaSwap can cache their results in GPU clients
without repeatedly querying the executor, which further re-
duces communications.

Algorithm 2 α Auto-configuration.
1: scalar — scale factor larger than 1 that controls the rate of α change
2: threshold — threshold to trigger α change
3: function PERIODICCONFIG
4: α← α in last period
5: last_ratio← ratio of SLO-compliant functions in the last period
6: new_ratio← ratio of SLO-compliant functions in this period
7: if new_ratio− last_ratio > |threshold| then
8: α←min(α · scalar,1) ▷ Increase α

9: else if new_ratio− last_ratio <−|threshold| then
10: α← α/scalar ▷ Decrease α

11: else
12: α← α ▷ Keep α unchanged

A.2 Auto-configuration in Request Queueing
FaaSwap can automatically configure α based on overall load
such as to maximize the number of SLO-compliant functions
per node (see §5.2). Intuitively, when the load is low and an in-
creasing number of functions can satisfy SLOs, α should grow
to prioritize more functions to enable more SLO-compliant
functions. On the contrary, FaaSwap should be conservative
to prevent functions to violate their SLOs by decreasing α

when a node is overloaded. Therefore, we propose an auto-
configuration algorithm for α, which is inspired by TCP con-
gestion control. Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo code, where
scalar and threshold are two parameters to determine how
much and when α should change. We by default set scalar
to 2 and threshold to 0.04, which is able to properly adjust α

according to our profiling.
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